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Evidence from Russian and German 
Tamara V. Rathcke  
University of Kent, United Kingdom 
T.V.Rathcke@kent.ac.uk 
Abstract 
Russian and German have been previously described as µtruncatingµ, or cutting off target frequencies 
of the phrase-final pitch trajectories when the time available for voicing is compromised. However, 
supporting evidence is rare and limited to only a few pitch categories. The present paper reports a 
production study conducted to document pitch adjustments to linguistic materials in which the 
amount of voicing available for the realization of a pitch pattern varies from relatively long to 
extremely short. Productions of nuclear H+L*, H* and L*+H pitch accents followed by a low 
boundary tone were investigated in the two languages. The results of the study show that speakers of 
ERWK µWUXQFDWLQJ ODQJXDJHVµ do not exclusively utilise truncation when accommodating to different 
segmental environments. On the contrary, they employ several strategies ± among them is truncation 
but also compression and temporal re-alignment ± to produce the target pitch categories under 
increasing time pressure. Given that speakers can systematically apply all three adjustment strategies 
to produce some pitch patterns (H* L% in German and Russian) while not using truncation in others 
(H+L* L% particularly in Russian), we question the usefulness of the typological classification as 
µtruncatingµ for these two languages. Moreover, phonetic detail of truncation varies considerably 
both across and within the two languages, indicating that truncation cannot easily be modelled as a 
unified phenomenon. The results further suggest that the phrase-final pitch adjustments are crucially 
sensitive to the phonological composition of the tonal string and the status of a particular tonal event 
(associated vs. boundary tone), and do not apply to falling vs. rising pitch contours across the board, 
as previously put forward for German. Implications for the intonational phonology and prosodic 
typology are addressed in the discussion. 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Cross-linguistic interplay of pitch and segmental structure 
Transmitting pitch information posits two key requirements on segmental structure: it requires (1) 
time and (2) voicing. Lacking either ingredient is bound to create difficulties in production and also 
perception of pitch (e.g. Barnes et al. 2012; House 2004; Yu 2010; Zhang 2002). Particularly 
compelling cross-linguistic evidence for the interplay of pitch and segments comes from tonal 
languages where it has been repeatedly observed that the more complex a tone, the longer the 
voicing of the tone bearing unit associated with it (Gordon 2001, 2005; Yu 2003; Zhang 2002, 2004). 
For example, a contour tone cannot be realized on a single mora in Tokyo Japanese (Maeda and 
Venditti 1998). Similarly, in Kiowa (Watkins 1984) and Shan (Morev 1983), the occurrence of 
contour tones is restricted to syllables with long vowels and those with a sonorant coda. Based on a 
survey of 105 languages which have contour tones in their phonological system, Gordon (2001) 
proposed an implicational hierarchy where long vowels constituted the most likely carriers of 
complex tones and short vowels their least preferred carriers; the tone bearing ability of a syllable 
with a short vowel could be improved by the presence of a sonorant coda consonant. If time and 
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voicing are missing at the level of phonology, phonetically induced lengthening effects have often 
been observed, like in Cantonese Chinese where contour (in contrast to level) tones induce a 
lengthening of the tone-bearing vowel (Yu 2003). 
In languages without the phonological tone, the scope of cross-linguistically possible pitch-segment 
interactions has been far less extensively studied and is thus less well understood. The research does 
have a long past but only a relatively short history. Since the 1970s, two strategies have been widely 
considered to account for all typical modifications of pitch events when time and voicing available 
for their production are compromised: the intended pitch patterns can be either (a) produced 
completely in a shorter period of time and therefore compressed, or (b) realised incompletely causing 
a target undershoot called truncation (Figure 1, Erikson and Alstermark 1972; Bannert and Bredvad 
1975; Grønnum 1989; Grabe 1998). These two strategies, compression and truncation, were fist 
described in dialects of Swedish, a language which uses pitch accents as part of the lexicon (Erikson 
and Alstermark 1972; Bannert and Bredvad 1975) and have subsequently been studied in some 
intonation languages and dialects, adding some evidence that similar pitch modifications can also 
occur in Dutch, Danish, German, English, Spanish and Catalan (Grønnum 1989; Grabe 1998; Grabe, 
Post, Nolan and Farrar, 2000; Hanssen, Peters and Gussenhoven 2007; Prieto and Ortega-Llebaria 
2009). The significance of these phenomena for languages with the postlexical use of pitch has been 
signified by the proposed typology of truncating vs. compressing languages (Ladd 1996/2008).  
 
Fig. 1. The strategies to cope with the reduced duration of voicing in the accented syllable: (a) compression 
and (b) truncation of low pitch targets, shown in grey, in comparison to a non-modified pitch figure in black 
(Erikson and Alstermark 1972; Grabe 1998). 
More recent studies, however, suggest that the above dichotomy is quite unlikely to be able to 
account for all types of time-pressure modifications that happen to the many phonological tone 
sequences possible in different intonation languages (Grabe, Post, Nolan and Farrar 2000; Hanssen, 
Peters and Gussenhoven 2007). In particular, these studies highlight the fact that truncation and 
compression are not be mutually exclusive but can also be found in combination. The use of either 
strategy may also be controlled by an individual choice rather than a typological setting of a dialect 
or a language as speakers have an option of lengthening a vowel instead of cutting off the frequency 
of a pitch target (Prieto and Ortega-Llebaria 2009). 
Truncation and compression have been discussed in context of the phrase-final pitch where time and 
voicing at the segmental level are controlled by the proximity of the nuclear syllable to the upcoming 
phrasal boundary, and the amount of pitch information is increased by the adjacency of a pitch 
accent to a boundary tone. At the same time, an independent research agenda within the 
autosegmental-metrical framework has been using a similar paradigm of variable availability of time 
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and voicing in order to find an answer to the question of tonal primacy in the phonological form of 
pitch accents (e.g. Arvaniti, Ladd, Mennen 1998; 2000; Caspers and van Heuven 1993; '¶,PSHULR
2001; Prieto et al. 1995; Prieto 2005; Prieto and Torreiro 2007; Schepman, Lickely and Ladd 2006; 
Silverman and Pierrehumbert 1990; Steele 1986). Numerous cross-linguistic studies conducted 
within this framework have shown that tonal crowding or other time-pressure situations commonly 
cause pitch targets to be adjusted in time, and not only in frequency as the compression/truncation 
view has suggested.  
The starting point of the present study was the idea that the two independent lines of research could 
be beneficially combined, offering a new perspective on the traditional typology of 
truncating/compressing languages (Ladd 1996/2008) and perhaps creating new approaches to the 
empirical study of phonological forms in intonation languages (Arvaniti, Ladd and Mennen 2000).  
1.2 Truncation and compression in Russian and German 
Pitch patterns in both German and Russian have been identified as showing phrase-final truncation, 
at least in some phonological environments (Grabe 1998; Igarashi 2002; Odé 2005; Ohl and 
Pfitzinger 2009; Rathcke 2013). Particularly falls seem to be affected by truncation when time and 
voicing are limited. To address the pich-segment interactions in German, Grabe (1998) conducted a 
production study and elicited phrase-final falls (in statements) and rises (in questions), concluding 
that µ*HUPDQ WUXQFDWHV IDOOV EXW FRPSUHVVHV ULVHV¶ (Grabe 1998:140) in contrast to English, a 
compression language par excellence (cf. Ladd 1996/2008). In Russian, on the other hand, the rise-
falls in yes-no questions are known to be truncated if the sentence ends on an accented syllable (e.g. 
Igarashi 2002; Odé 2005).  
Intonation patterns of Russian yes-no questions have attracted research interest for quite some time; 
this interest is understandable given that there is often no grammatical marker of interrogativity and 
the pitch acts as the sole carrier of the information about the sentence mood (e.g. Bryzgunova 1977, 
1980; Igarashi 2002; Makarova 2003; Odé 1989, 2005; Svetozarova 1982; Wenk 1975). But little is 
known about pitch-segment interactions involving other intonational categories of Russian. 
Similarly, our understanding of the scope of truncation within the intonational phonology of German 
is rather limited. *UDEH¶V description of German appears rather minimalistic in comparison to the 
abundance of the phonological pitch patterns proposed by GToBI (Grice, Baumann and Benzmüller 
2005). In fact, phrase-final pitch falls analysed as H*+L 0% in Grabe (1998) correspond to three 
distinct pitch categories in the GToBI-analysis, namely H* L-%, H+!H* L-% and H+L* L-%. We 
discussed the empirical basis of the distinction between H+L* and H+!H* elsewhere (Rathcke and 
Harrington 2010), concluding that it reflects phonetically conditioned pitch variation within H+L* 
rather than a geniune phonological contrast. Moreover, GToBI proposes two further nuclear pitch 
accents, L*+H and L+H*, which can be followed by the low boundary tone L-%, thus resulting in a 
falling phrase-final pitch pattern. Both are rising pitch accents though, and might be subject to 
compression if GrabH¶VJHQHUDOFRQFOXVLRQDERXWIDOOVDQGULVHVLQ*HUPDQDSSOLHVWRDFFHQWXDODQG
not boundary-related pitch movements. Given the discrepancy of the phonological analyses and a 
limited number of falls and rises addressed in previous research (Grabe 1998), a more detailed 
investigation is needed to fully understand patterns of phrase-final pitch-segment interactions in 
German.  
Crucially, nuclear rise-falls have been previously studied in both German and Russian using the 
same categorical perception paradigm (Kohler 1987, 1991; Rathcke 2006a,b). In this paradigm, the 
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temporal synchronisation of a pitch peak is manipulated through re-synthesis (usually in Praat, 
Boersma and Weenink 1997). A stylised production of a nuclear rise-fall is shifted along the time 
axis in small steps (20-40 ms) resulting in an alignment continuum which is then tested in (1) an 
identification experiment, to establish how many categories with a distinct meaning can be 
recognised along the created alignment continuum, and (2) a discrimination experiment, to ascertain 
that there are indeed clearly defined boundaries between the identified pitch categories. Previous 
work established that both Russian and German listeners divide such aligment continua into three 
categories, sometimes termed early, medial and late peaks to reflect the position of the pitch 
maximum with respect to the accented vowel (Kohler 1987, 1991; also Grice, Baumann and 
Benzmüller 2005, Rathcke 2006a,b among many others). In early peaks, the maximum is located 
before the accented syllable or vowel which has a falling pitch movement throughout. Medial peaks 
are characterised by the pitch maximum located within the accented syllable or vowel itself while 
late peaks show an accentual rise in the vowel with the peak being reached late in the accented 
syllable or even after. Cross-linguistic meanings of the three types of pitch peaks are summarized in 
Table 1. 
Phonological analyses of these three nuclear pitch categories vary in the literature as there are 
different approaches to autosegmental-metrical representations (cf. Gussenhoven 2004). 
Representations chosen as the basis for the cross-linguistic comparisons in Table 1 follow the 
tradition which assumes monotonal and bitonal pitch accents with the latter being composed of an 
associated plus a leading or a trailing tone (Ladd 1996/2008, Pierrehumbert 1980). GToBI follows 
these assumptions by and large, and also offers one of the most comprehensive autosegmental-
metrical descriptions of German, thus creating a solid basis for the present study. The only 
modification concerns the notation of boundary tones. In the original proposal (Ladd, 1996/2008, 
Pierrehumbert 1980), final boundaries of full intonation phrases were assumed to be signalled by a 
combination of a phrase accent and a boundary tone, as in e.g. L-L%. GToBI relingished the notation 
of two tonal elements due to the lack of transparency in such representations, reducing L-L% to L-% 
(and H-L% to H-%, Grice, Baumann and Benzmüller 2005). However, not only the phonetic 
transparency of the boundary tone notation appears to be problematic, the validity of the assumption 
that the adequate representation of full intonation phrases hinges on the presence of a phrase accent 
has also been questioned, at least in German (Grabe 1998). Since there exists no empirical evidence 
that a full account of the Russian or German intonation system requires the presence of a phrase 
accent and the exact structure of the prosodic hierarchy in the two languages remains an open 
question, we decided to reject the annotation of phrase accents and mark boundary tones only (i.e. 
L%). This seems to be a particularly useful approach in context of phrase-final truncation where 
evidence for the existence of even one tone is often difficult to provide, let alone two distinct tonal 
units.  
Unlike German, intonational phonology of Russian has been less well elaborated within the 
traditional autosegmentell-metrical framework. ToRI, a transcription system of Russian intonation 
(Odé 2008), is perhaps the most comprehensive account to date, but it is based largely on annotations 
of spontaneous speech, not laboratory work, and follows a deviating perspective on the structure of 
tonal representations (Gussenhoven 2004). Nevertheless, some experimental studies do exist and 
have addressed the three intonational categories relevant to the present study. For example, 
Makarova (2003) identified L* L-L% as the typical nuclear accent in declarative sentences, H* L-
L% in exclamations and L+H* L-L% in interrogatives. The nuclear patterns in declaratives vs. 
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exclamations have also been analysed as H+L* vs. H*+L (Igarashi 2005) or H+L* vs. H* (Igarashi 
2006). Igarashi (2006: 183) further points out the difficulty to correctly identify the associated tone 
in the L+H rise typical of Russian yes-no questions. From an acoustic point of view, both tones seem 
to be located around the edges of the accented syllable, and the possibility of a contrast between 
L*+H und L+H* is rather doubtful.1 Igarashi (2006) proposes the L+H* pitch accent for this type of 
interrogatives acknowledging that this proposal is rather arbitrary and therefore unsatisfactory. 
Complementing evidence from the acoustic studies, the three nuclear pitch patterns were investigated 
perceptually by Rathcke (2006a,b). A series of perception experiments demonstrated that Russian 
listeners were sensitive to two acoustic cues when categorizing contrastive and interrogative 
sentences, the slope of the pitch movement and the alignment of pitch peak, but the latter was a much 
stronger, thus considered primary, cue to the perceptual contrast leading to the analysis of L*+H in 
questions and H*+L in emphatic statements. Early peaks in neutral statements were analysed as 
H+L*, in agreement with Igarashi (2005, 2006). 





Phonological representation Functional interpretation 
German Russian German Russian 





H* L% H* (or H*+L) 
L% 
neutral statement contrastive 
statement 





As can be seen in Table 1, early peaks can be unambiguously analysed as H+L* L% and have a 
similar function in both languages (non-emphatic statements). In contrast, there has been some 
disagreement with respect to the status of the fall in medial peaks which have sometimes been argued 
to consitute an accentual fall (i.e. H*+L) in Russian (Igarashi 2005; Rathcke 2006b) but also in 
German (Grabe 1998, Uhmann 1991), with their communicative function differing slightly in the 
two languages. For the purposes of this investigation, a monotonal pitch accent and a phrasal fall was 
assumed to be the best representation of medial peaks in the two languages, following the traditional 
decompositional approach (Ladd 1996/2008, Pierrehumbert 1980) and in line with the more recent 
analyses of this pitch peak type (Grice, Baumann and Benzmüller 2005, Igarashi 2006). Late peaks 
are assumed to be best analysed as L*+H L% which indicates that the accentual peak is located after 
the vowel. Their semantic interpretation shows a particular divergence in the two languages: while 
German late peaks signal surprise or incredulity (Kohler 1987, 1991; Niebuhr 2007), Russian L*+H 
L% is the typical intonational pattern of yes-no questions (Rathcke 2006a; Makarova 2007).  
                                                 
1 Arvaniti, Ladd and Mennen (1998; 2000) and Ladd (2004) discuss the issues involved in the decision which one of the 
two tones within a bitonal pitch accent should be identified as associated when the acoustic signal is ambiguous and does 
not provide clear cues. 
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To summarise, the working assumption of the present study is that the early, medial and late peaks in 
the two languages can be analysed as H+L*, H* and L*+H respectively, all followed by the low 
boundary tone L%. Although previous research has provided sufficient evidence to identify cross-
linguistic similarities in the number and the type of the pitch categories, semantic differences in the 
language-specific use of the categories still exist and are unavoidable. However, there is no reason to 
assume they will impact upon the phonetic implementation of the pitch categories (Ladd 1996/2008, 
Pierrehumbert 1980), while the phonetic implementation of truncation itself can be expected to vary 
across the two languages (Rathcke 2013).  
1.3 Research questions and hypotheses 
The main aim of the present study is to provide new evidence on the interplay of pitch and segments 
in Russian and German, previously classified as truncating languages (Grabe 1998; Igarashi 2002; 
Odé 2005; Uhmann 1991). The experiments focus on the production of phrase-final falls with an 
early, medial and late alignment of the high accentual tone, followed by a low boundary tone. In 
H+L*, the fall is accentual whereas in L*+H it is clearly related to the phrasal boundary. For H*, the 
most likely phonological interpretation also attributes the falling movement to the phrasal boundary 
rather than the accentual prominence. The key research question asks how general a tendency 
truncation is in the two languages, and if it is sensitive to the status of the low tone, either 
demarcating a boundary or signalling a pitch accent. If this sensitivity to the phonological status of a 
tone is indeed the case, a phrase-final nucleus test can potentially be used to inform the debate about 
the tonal primacy in the phonological form of pitch accents (e.g. Arvaniti, Ladd and Mennen 1998; 
2000; Caspers and van Heuven 1993; '¶,PSHULR 2001; Prieto et al. 1995; Prieto 2005; Schepman, 
Lickely and Ladd 2006; Silverman and Pierrehumbert 1990; Steele 1986).  
Additionally, the study of German productions aims to help evaluate the previous conclusion that 
Ä*HUPDQWUXncates falls and compresses risHV³(Grabe (1998: 140) and tests if this applies also to 
the accentual fall in H+L* and rise in L*+H. Against the background of some previous studies (see 
1.1), we expected to find evidence for more than just the two strategies to implement tonal 
information in circumstances of limited time for voicing. Taken together, the results of the 
production experiments should help to uncover the dynamics of pitch-segment interactions in 
languages with the post-lexical use of pitch. 
Based on the previous research reviewed above, we can expect to observe some pitch modifications 
to adjust to the deprivation of time and voicing in phrase-final positions. The core working 
hypothesis of the study assumes that the higher the levels of such a deprivation, the stronger the need 
for pitch adjustments, the more likely they are. The availability of time and voicing can be 
manipulated by avoiding the presence of a postnuclear syllable (thus making the nuclear syllable the 
sole carrier of both accentual and boundary-related pitch information) and by changing the segmental 
composition of the accented syllable from a voiced, sonorant to a voiceless, obstruent environment 
(thus limiting the possibility of transmitting the relevant pitch information in the nucleus). All of 
these manipulations would increase the time pressure at the right-hand prosodic boundary, and are 
expected to affect the immediately adjacent tones, i.e. primarily L%, the preceeding H and the 
relationship between them (which can be expressed as pitch velocity, according to the 
truncation/compression model). It is also possible that a substantially increased time pressure (e.g. in 
a phrase-final nucleus flanked by voiceless obstruents) may even extend its scope to L* (in L*+H). 
Overall, late peaks (L*+H L%) are expected to be particularly prone to large re-adjustments, given 
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that the amount of tonal information is relatively high, and located late within the nuclear accented 
syllable, closer to the phrasal edge. In contrast, medial (H* L%) and early (H+L* L%) peaks may be 
less affected by the time and voicing deprivation from the right-hand phrase boundary, given a lower 
pitch information density and the peak location further away from the time pressure source. 
Table 2 outlines the relationships between three pitch parameters of interest, the expected pitch 
adjustments under an increasing time pressure and the corresponding adjustment strategy predicted 
by the compression, truncation and re-alignment model. The use of these strategies is expected to be 
specific to each language and pitch accent type, though precise hypotheses are impossible to 
formulate at this point, given currently lacking evidence. However, we can expect a combination of 
compression, truncation and re-alignment to be observed more frequently than a sole use of one 
selected strategy. 
Table 2. Outline of the predictions of the pitch adjustment model to be tested in the cross-linguistic 
study. 
Parameter Adjustment Strategy 
1. velocity of pitch change higher velocities under increased time pressure; 
slower velocities in decreasing time pressure  
compression 
stable velocities or variability independent of an 
increased/decreased time pressure 
no compression 
2. pitch target scaling undershoot of a low or a high pitch target under 
increased time pressure; full target realisation in 
low time pressure 
truncation 
stable scaling of pitch targets or scaling variability 
independent of an increased/decreased time 
pressure 
no truncation 
3. pitch target alignment systematic, continuous temporal leftward-shift of 
the pitch targets with increasing time pressure 
from the right-hand prosodic boundary 
re-alignment 
pitch targets stably anchored in time with respect 
to the segmental structure or alignment variability 




2.1 Data elicitation 
The study utilized the methodological approach of a pitch imitation technique developed by 
Pierrehumbert and Steele (1987, 1989). In their study, speakers of American English were presented 
with a series of f0-peak shift continua and had the task to imitate the pitch of the phrase Ä2QO\D
PLOOLRQDUH³ DV FORVHO\ WR WKH SHUFHLYHG SDWWHUQ DV SRVVLEOH 7KH DXWKRUVµ DVVXPSWLRQ WKDW the 
imitations would not contain the gradual variability of peak delays but cluster around two categorical 
pitch accents from the created continua was borne out by the collected production data, and their 
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method has been successfully employed for exerimental research in intonational phonology ever 
since (cf. Gussenhoven 1999).  
The original implementation of the method was modified for the purpose of the present study. 
Instead of listening to synthetical continua, participants of the study were exposed to stylised, 
propotypical realisations of the three pitch accents under investigation (H+L*, H* and L*+H 
followed by L%). The task in this case involved a perceptual identification of the corresponding 
pitch pattern and its subsequent reproduction in target words containing different segments and 
variable syllable structures. The idea behind this imitation experiment is based on the assumption 
that, faced with the variability of target words and an unambiguous clarity of the pitch category, 
speakers will need to employ a language-specific pitch adjustment strategy in order to express the 
same linguistic meaning (see 1.2) in different linguistic materials (see 2.2.1). Please note that the 
imitation technique developed for the purposes of the present study is crucially different from the 
shadowing tasks commonly utilised in social convergence paradigms where participants are either 
asked to repeat the exact same words after a model speaker (e.g. Goldinger 1998; Babel 2012) or 
explicitly instructed to imitate the pronunciation of the exact same words after a model speaker 
(Adank, Hagoort and Bekkering 2010; Dufour and Nguyen 2013). However, the method of the 
present study and the abovementioned paradigms is guided by the core assumption that ÄLPLWDWLRQLV
an all-pervading process by which individuals adjust to one another in social interaction, and is seen 
as onH RI WKH IXQGDPHQWDO PHFKDQLVPV RI KXPDQ GHYHORSPHQW³ (Dufour and Nguyen 2013:1; cf. 
Meltzoff et al. 2009). 
Pilots confirmed that naive participants benefitted from the task that did not require any explicit 
meta-linguistic judgment, and the amount of data lost to unintended pitch accent productions was 
minimal in comparison to the usual data elicitation task involving reading of prepared texts where 
target words and sentences were embedded in different contexts biasing toward a particular 
interpretation. Moreover, the data elicitation method allowed to control for such idiosynchratically 
variable factors like degree of emphasis (e.g. Ladd and Morton 1997;  Liberman and Pierrehumbert 
1984) and personal involvement (e.g. Crespo-Sendra, Vanrell and Prieto 2010; Granström and House 
2005), thus increasing the comparability of the resulting pitch properties across the dataset.  
2.2 Materials 
2.2.1 Experimental sentences 
Experimental materials for this study followed the design of previous cross-linguistic experiments 
conducted by Grabe (1998). Target words were personal names, embedded in syntactically 
comparable carrier sentences of the type Ä,WZDV(Mr) ;³ (Ä'DVZDU+HUU;³ in German and Ä(WR
E\OD ;³ Russian) with the target word being nuclear accented and occurring in the phrase-final 
position. The structure of the target word (X, a personal name) was varied with respect to two 
characteristics: (1) the type of the consonants abutting the stressed vowel within a CVC-syllable 
(obstruents vs. sonorants) and (2) the placement of the stressed syllable within the target word (in the 
ultima vs. in the penult). This design enabled a systematic manipulation of the duration of voicing 
available for the realisation of the nuclear pitch pattern. Overall, the materials comprised of two 
trisyllabic, four disyllabic and two monosyllabic words, all of which occurred naturally in Russian 
and German, and yet had a cross-linguistically comparable segmental structure of the relevant 
nuclear/postnuclear region. While vowel quantity is not contrastive in the phonology of Russian (e.g. 
Bondarko 1998 WHQVHLDQGOD[ܼ are phonemic in German (e.g. Kohler 1995). Given that tense 
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vowels tend to receive a considerable amount of lengthening under accentuation (Mooshammer and 
Geng 2008), German target words contained only lax vowels to allow for some cross-linguistic 
comparability of segmental durations. Experimental target words of this study are given in Table 3. 
Please note that all of the Russian test words had a pretonic syllable while the German test words 
started with a stressed syllable but were preceded by an unstressed monosyllabic word "Herr" (Mr), 
resulting in a similar metrical structure in the materials of the two languages. The syntactic structure 
of the carrier sentences was identical. 
Table 3: Overview of the target words chosen for Russian and German  
 
Stress placement  
Consonant type 
Russian German 
Sonorants Obstruents Sonorants Obstruents 
Penult  Ʉɚɥɢɧɤɢɧ 
Nݞޖ O LQNLQ   
Ʉɚɲɢɜɤɢɧ 
/Nݞޖݕ L IN LQ  
Linner 
/ ޖ O ܼQܣ /  
Schiffer 
/ ޖ ݕ ܼ Iܣ /  
Ultima ɀɚɤɥɢɧ 
/ݤݞNޖ O LQ  
3ɚɲɢɜ  
/ Uݞޖݕ L I   
Linn 
/ O ܼQ /  
Schiff 
/ ݕ ܼ I /  
2.2.2 Auditory prompts  
Following sentences served as bases for auditory prompts: (1) Äɗɬɨɛɵɥɇɟɦɨɜ³ /HWݞEiOޖQނHPݞI/ in 
Russian (English: It was Nemov) and (2) Ä'DV ZDU +HUU Neumann" /das vaܣ  Kܭܣ  ޖQܧݡPDQ/ in 
German (English: It was Mister Newman). In line with the design of experimental items, the nuclear 
accented word was a personal name: Nemov and Neumann are common personal names in the 
respective language, and also share some phonemic similarity. Both words contain voiced material 
within and after the stressed syllable and are therefore most likely to carry prototypical, unmodified 
realisations of the intended pitch patterns. An expert native speaker (36 year old male German and 
30 year old female Russian2) produced the respective base sentence with three intonational 
structures, i.e. early peaks H+L* L%, medial peaks H* L% and late peaks L*+H L%. These 
productions are shown in Figure 2. 
2.3 Procedure and participants 
The target words were presented in Russian or German orthography, respectively, printed on small 
paper cards. The target words were supplemented by an equal number of fillers. Each word was 
repeated three times, and the cards were randomised (successive repetitions of the same word were 
avoided). The auditory prompts were presented through high-quality headphones. Participants were 
instructed to listen to the melody of the prompt and to reproduce the same melody in the sentence 
containing a different personal name, i.e. the one printed on each card. 
The recording was split in three sessions. Each session was dedicated to one of the three intonational 
structures under investigation (i.e. medial, early and late peaks), and started with a brief explanation 
of the meaning of the pitch pattern to be imitated, with contextualized language-specific examples. In 
the subsequent training phase, participants repeated the auditory prompt five times, and after they 
                                                 
2 The author of the paper 
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mastered the intended pitch, the experimental recording began. The production of each sentence was 
preceded by the corresponding auditory prompt, and re-recorded only if a speaker expressed the wish 
to do so or in case of a slip of the tongue. The author closely monitored imitations during the 
recordings. In general, speakers of both languages did not experience any difficulties with the 
procedure. The data of those who showed problems with the task were excluded from the analyses 
(three German and two Russian speakers). 
 
Fig. 2. Sound waves with superimposed stylised pitch contours of the German (left-hand panels) and Russian 
(right-hand panels) auditory prompts, produced as early (panel a), medial (panel b) and late (panel c) peaks.  
Productions of 10 Russian (3 male, mean age 31 years) and 10 German (3 male, mean age 25 years) 
speakers were analysed. None of the speakers had any speech or hearing disorders. German 
participants were from the north of Germany (Schleswig-Holstein area and Hamburg) and lived in 
Kiel at the time of the recording. Russian participants were born either in Moskow or St. Petersburg 
and spoke with the Standard Russian accent. They were either living or visiting Munich when the 
recording took place. 
The German experiments were conducted in a sound-insulated booth at the Institute of Phonetics and 
Digital Speech Processing in Kiel. The Russian speakers were recorded in the soundproofed booth of 
the Institute of Phonetics and Speech Processing in Munich. 
2.4 Data preparation  
The data were manually segmented and annotated using EMU Speech Database (Harrington 2010). 
Segmentation and labelling decisions were based on the acoustic information (waveform, 
spectrograms, and pitch trajectories) as well as the auditory impression. The onset and the offset of 
accented syllables were labelled along with the start (H) and the end (L) of phrase-final pitch falls, 
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plus the start (L) and the end (H) of pitch rises for L*+H pitch accents in oder to capture the 
accentual pitch movement.  
 
Fig. 3. A stylised representation of several stages of pitch production (low/high plateaus and fast glides of 
acceleration and deceleration) showing L and H turning points as annotated in the present study. 
Our approach to the annotation of pitch for this study is illustrated in Figure 3. As established in 
previous research into physiological limits of pitch production (Ohala and Ewan 1973; Sundberg 
1979; Xu and Sun 2002), a complex pitch pattern can be decomposed in several stages which, for a 
fall, include a deceleration phase, a fast glide and end in a low plateau (cf. Figure 3). The glide is 
known to constitute approximately 75% of the overall pitch change and excludes the absolute 
maxima and minima involved in the production of a pitch pattern. However, the glide gives a more 
adequate representation of the actual speed of pitch change (Xu and Sun 2002), and was considered 
an essential window into the patterns of compression. If the phrase-final low target was completely 
cut off in frequency, H and L labels were placed next to each other, close to the end of the 
corresponding pitch track. In cases of intervening voiceless consonants (like in target words Schiffer, 
Ʉɚɲɢɜɤɢɧ), the velocity of the glide was reconstructed by interpolation between the preceding H 
and following L targets. Local microprosodic fluctuations in pitch tracks due to immediately adjacent 
obstruents were excluded from the annotations of turning points (e.g. Hanson 2009).  
2.5 Acoustic measurements 
All acoustic measurements (time and frequency) were taken from created EMU labels, using the 
2.15.1 version of R and emu library (Harrington 2010). Following measures were calculated: 






 )log(log12 22sec/  
In (1), pitch frequency f (in Hz) and time point t (in sec) of the start a and the end b of a 
(reconstructed or actual, see 2.4) pitch movement allow positive values to be calculated. In contrast, 
negative values are indicative of a pitch rise. 
x scaling S of high or low f0-targets (fb in Hz) with respect to the speaker-specific mean f0 (fa in 
Hz) in semitones (st): 
(2) )log(log12 22 abst ffS   
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According to the semitone-conversion formula, f0-values below speaker-specific mean are negative 
while the values above the mean are positive. This transformation of raw f0-values effectively 
normalised for speaker-specific variance in the dataset and represented measured pitch targets in 
units of an auditory scale. 








 0  
Here, the onset of the accented vowel (Aonset in sec) equals 0 whereas its offset (Aoffset in sec) is 1. 
That is, the formula creates a linear normalisation of temporal data where output values below 0 or 
above 1 indicate that a pitch target is localised before or after the accented vowel, respectively 
(Silverman and Pierrehumbert 1990). The vowel was chosen as the unit of normalisation in order to 
maintain comparability of the time scale across all experimental words, regardless of the segmental 
composition of their stressed syllable. 
3 Results 
The sections below report the results of acoustic measurements taken from productions by the twenty 
speakers of Russian and German. Each section concentrates on the following three measurements, 
seeking to answer the corresponding questions (cf. 1.3): 
(1) velocity of the phrase-final fall: Was there an increase of velocity if the nuclear accent was 
located in ultimas in comparison to penults? Did the velocity increase in stressed syllables with 
obstruents in comparison to sonorants?  
(2) scaling of high and low pitch targets involved in the phrase-final fall: Was the phrase-final L 
truncated? Was the preceeding H perhaps undershot? 
(3) alignment of the pitch targets related to the associated tone(s) of the corresponding pich accent: 
Did speakers adjust pitch targets to accommodate for an increased time pressure from the upcoming 
phrase boundary? 
Statistical analyses were conducted in R (version 3.1.0). Factorial analyses employed repeated measures 
univariate ANOVA. Separate analyses were conducted for each acoustic measurement of interest, i.e. 
velocity, scaling, alignment each served as a dependent variable. Datasets used for the factorial analyses 
contained participant-specific means across three repetitions (i.e. 16 values per speaker). The effect of 
two fixed factors, stress placement (ultima, penult) and consonant type (obstruent, sonorant), and their 
interaction were tested. Partial eta squared Ș2 was calculated to estimate effect sizes; Ș2 indicates what 
proportion of the variance in the dependent variable is explained alone by the factor in question; and 
varies from 0 to 1 (the higher Ș2, the higher the explanatory power of the factor, the stronger the effect). 
Where necessary, pairwise comparisons using paired t-test and the Bonferroni adjustment of alpha levels 
of 0.0125 (0.05/4) subsequently helped to uncover the relevant contrasts and to check for significant 
differences beyond main effects. Planned comparisons included: (1) penultimate syllables with 
obstruents vs. sonorants; (2) ultimate syllables with obstruents vs. sonorants; (3) penultime vs. ultimate 
stress in syllables with obstruents; (4) penultime vs. ultimate stress in syllables with sonorants. We start 
the presentation of the results with medial peaks since they have the smallest amount of tonal 
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information to be transmitted (H, L), followed by early peaks (H, L, L) and late peaks with the largest 
amount of tonal information (L, H, L). 
3.1 Medial peaks (H* L%) 
3.1.1 Medial peaks in Russian  
The results for the three acoustic parameters of Russian medial peaks are displayed in Figures 4-6. In 
the boxplots here and below, the dark vertical lines represent the median. Each box includes 50% of 
the data (i.e. the values lying between the 25th and 75th percentiles). The whiskers mark the most 
extreme data points outside of the interquartile range. Occasional dots show individual outliers (if 
there are any).  
First analysis showed that the velocity of phrase-final pitch fall in Russian (see Figure 4) was 
affected by an interplay of the two experimental manipulations, consonant type and stress placement 
(F(1,9)=6.6, Ș2=0.42, p<0.05). Confirming the key observation from Figure 2, we found that 
syllables with ultimate stress measured higher velocities than the ones with penultimate stress, 
though the magnitude of the effect was specific to each consonant type: 59 vs. 30 st/sec in syllables 
with sonorants (t(9)=4.8, p<0.01) and 74 vs. 30 st/sec in syllables with obstruents (t(9)=9.4, 
p<0.001).  The interaction was further indicative of higher pitch velocities measured in the ultimate 
/ݕ L I / than in the ultimate /l in / (74 st/s vs. 59 st/s, respectively), though the effect was merely 
trending toward significance at the set alpha level (t(9)=2.7, p=0.027). No difference was found in 
the penultimate stress position (30 st/s in both words). These findings are in line with the 
interpretation of compression and suggest that a substantial increase in the velocity of the phrase-
final fall was predominantly triggered by the absence of post-nuclear voicing, and only marginally 
by a reduced amount of voicing within the phrase-final nuclear syllable itself. 
 
Fig. 4. Velocity of phrase-final pitch falls in medial peaks produced by Russian subjects in four target word 
structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress (penult, ultima) is indicated by the two shades of 
grey (dark, light). 
The scaling of H-target (see top panel of Figure 5) was influenced exclusively by the consonant type 
of the stressed syllable (F(1,9)=17.5, Ș2=0.66, p<0.01). Regardless of stress placement, /ݕ L I / 
measured 1 st higher targets than /l in /. The finding did not corroborate the predictions of the target 
truncation model put forward in 1.3, and deserved an independent explanation (see 4.1). Overall, H-
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targets of medial peaks (corresponding to the starred H tone of the H* accent) seemed to be 
relatively stable in frequency.  
In contrast, both experimental manipulations significantly impacted on the L-target scaling 
(corresponding to the L% boundary tone, see bottom panel of Figure 5). The interaction of consonant 
type and stress position (F(1,9)=24.4, Ș2=0.72, p<0.001) demonstrated that the low target in the 
ultimate /ݕ L I / was scaled significantly higher than in the other target words, i.e. 4 st higher than in 
the penultimate /ݕ L I / (t(9) = 5.0, p< 0.001); and 2 st higher than in the ultimate /l in / (t(9) = 4.7, p< 
0.01). The penultimate /ݕ L I / and /l in/ did not differ significantly from each other, and the 1 st-
difference between the penultimate and ultimate /l in / was very subtle and did not reach significance 
at the set alpha-level (t(9)=2.7, p=0.024). These results support the view of a continuous L-tone 
truncation due to a decreasing amount of voicing available in phrase-final positions. The pitch trough 
of VWEHORZVSHDNHU¶VPHDQLVVOLJKWO\XQGHUVKRWLQfully voiced ultimate-stress syllables like /l in / 
but strongly undershot in ultimate- stress syllables with obstruents like /ݕ L I /. Note though that even 
in the latter cases there was still a considerable phrase-final f0-fall of approximately 4 st.  
 
Fig. 5. Scaling of low (bottom panel) and high (top panel) pitch targets constituting the phrase-final fall in 
medial peaks produced by Russian subjects in four target word structures. The position of the syllable carrying 
lexical stress is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
Similarly, the alignment of H (see Figure 6) was also significantly influenced by an interplay of the 
two experimental manipulations: the significant interaction of stress position and consonant type 
(F(1,9)=10.4, Ș2=0.54, p<0.05) indicated that the magnitude of the temporal re-alignment from late 
in the penultimate to early/earlier in the ultimate stress syllable depended upon the voicing of the 
corresponding syllable, with a substantial change from 1.2 to 0.5 in the sonorant syllables (t(9)=6.8, 
p<0.001) and a more subtle change from 0.6 to 0.3 in the obstruent syllables (t(9)=9.1, p<0.001). 
While the 0.6-difference between the means of the penultimate /l in / and /ݕ L I / reached significance 
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(t(9)=4.1, p<0.01), the 0.2 difference between the ultimate /l in / and /ݕ L I / syllables did not (t(9)=1.8, 
p=0.099). The maximal difference in alignment measured 0.9, from the earliest placement of H in 
Rashif (0.3) to the latest placement in Kalinkin (1.2). These results can be easily reconciled with the 
predictions of the alignment model made in 1.3, with the adjustment being sensitive primarily to the 
amount of postnuclear voicing, and less so to the amount of voicing in the nuclear syllable itself. 
 
Fig. 6. Relative alignment of the high pitch target in medial peaks produced by Russian subjects in four target 
word structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
In summary, Russian speakers investigated in the present study applied systematic adjustments to all 
three f0-parameters in order to produce the f0-patterns necessary for H* L% in varied amounts of 
voicing. The adjustments did not only include a simultaneous implementation of L-tone truncation 
and compression of the phrase-final fall but also re-alignment of the associated high tone. 
3.1.2 Medial peaks in German 
Measurements of velocity, scaling and alignment parameters obtained for German are given in 
Figures 7-9.  
First of all, the velocity of the pitch fall (Figure 7) was influenced by the interaction of consonant 
type and stress placement (F(1,9)=15.9, Ș2=0.64, p<0.01). The ultimate /ݕ ܼ I / measured the highest 
velocity in these data (80 st/s), significantly different from the penultimate /ݕ ܼ I / (45 st/s; t(9)=3.4, 
p<0.01) and marginally diverging from the ultimate /O ܼQ / (57 st/s; t(9)=2.2, p=0.055). No other 
planned comparisons were significant at the set alpha level. As in Russian data presented in 3.1.1, 
these findings are in line with a compression account discussed in 1.3, but in contrast to Russian 
where the velocity was highly sensitive to a variable amount of post-accentual phrase-final voicing, 
compression in these German data were observed exclusively in phrase-final stress syllables with 




Fig. 7. Velocity of phrase-final pitch falls in medial peaks produced by speakers of German in four target 
word structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress (ultima, penult) is indicated by the two 
shades of grey. 
As in Russian, the scaling of H-targets (see top panel in Figure 8) was affected only by the type of 
consonant in the accented syllable (F(1,9)=29.8, Ș2=0.77, p<0.001). There was a very similar 1 st-
increase of peak height measured in syllables with obstruents as compared to those with sonorants, 
unpredicted by our truncation model. 
 
Fig. 8. Scaling of low (bottom panel) and high (top panel) targets constituting the phrase-final fall in medial 
peaks produced by German subjects in four target word structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical 
stress is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
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And again similar to the Russian results reported above, we found a significant interaction of 
consonant type and stress placement in the German L-scaling data (F(1,9)=14.3, Ș2=0.61, p<0.01). 
As can be seen in the bottom panel in Figure 8, this effect was driven exclusively by the realization 
of L in the ultimate /ݕ ܼ I / which was significantly different from both penultimate /ݕ ܼ I / (t(9)=4.7, 
p<0.01) and ultimate /O ܼQ / (t(9)=4.4, p<0.01). None of the remaining planned comparisons turned 
out significant, meaning that in contrast to Russian, truncation in German occurs only in cases of 
extremely limited voicing as in phrase-final nuclei containing only a phonemically short vowel and 
no other voicing to carry pitch information. However, a 3 st-undershoot of an approximately -3.5 st 
low target and an average peak height of 2.5 st means that even in the words with little voicing, there 
is still a pitch fall of 3 st in magnitude to demarcate L%. 
 
Fig. 9. Relative alignment of the high pitch target in medial peaks produced by German subjects in four target 
word structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
Alignment of H was also affected by all experimental manipulations (see Figure 9). The significant 
interaction of consonant type and stress position (F(1,9)=25.2, Ș2=0.50, p<0.001) indicated that 
details of the alignment were specific to each target word. Words with penultimate stress syllables 
containing sonorants showed the right-most alignment of 1.3 and differed by approximately 0.5-0.6 
time units from both /O ܼQ / in ultimate stress positions (t(9)=7.9, p<0.001) and /ݕ ܼ I / in penultimate 
stress positions (t(9)=9.8, p<0.001). In contrast, words with ultimate stress syllables containing 
obstruents showed the left-most alignment of 0.5, significantly different from both /ݕ ܼ I / in 
penultimate stress positions (0.7; t(9)=4.0, p<0.01) and /O ܼQ / in ultimate stress positions (0.8; 
t(9)=6.0, p<0.01). The overall change in alignment amounted to 0.8 from 0.5 in Schiff to 1.3 in 
Linner. Generally speaking, these results demonstrated that alignment of the H-target was highly 
sensitive to the segmental environment and the syllabic composition of the nuclear accent and 
showed a continuous adjustment in line with the alignment model discussed in 1.3.  
To summarise, German ± like Russian ± speakers of this study simultaneously applied truncation of 
L-tone, compression of the phrase-final fall and temporal re-alignment of the associated tone in order 




3.2 Early peaks (H+L* L%) 
3.2.1 Early peaks in Russian 
Boxplots of velocity, scaling and alignment measured in Russian H+L* L% are given in Figures 10-
12.  
According to the first statistical analysis, the variability in the data was best explained by the 
interaction of the two experimental factors, consonant type and stress placement (F(1,9)=14.2, 
Ș2=0.61, p<0.01). This effect was solely due to higher velocities measured in the penultimate /l in /, 
significantly different from both the ultimate /l in / (40 vs. 28 st/s; t(9)=3.6, p<0.01) and the 
penultimate /ݕ L I / (40 vs. 25 st/s; t(9)=3.7, p<0.01). All other planned comparisons failed to produce 
an effect. As can be seen in Figure 10, the variability of the velocities measured in the target word 
Kalinkin is quite striking, particularly given a relative consistency of this parameter in all other target 
words. This finding might be reflective of the individual properties of the target words chosen for the 
investigation: Kalinkin is the only token to have no intervening voiceless consonants between the 
prenuclear and the nuclear syllables, allowing for more flexibility for the production of the leading 
tone. Also, since the results for the velocity of a pitch change are not independent of those for 
alignment and scaling, the overall pattern of early peaks needs to be assessed in order to arrive at an 
adequate understanding of this finding. In any case, this result is difficult to reconcile with the idea 
of compression as outlined in 1.3. 
 
Fig. 10. Velocity of phrase-final pitch falls in early peaks produced by Russian subjects in four target word 
structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress (ultima, penult) is indicated by the two shades of 
grey. 
There were no significant results involving the scaling of H (see top panel in Figure 11). The scaling 
of L was also quite stable with the sole, weak effect of stress placement (F(1,9)=8.1, Ș2=0.47, 
p<0.05, cf. bottom panel in Figure 11). Unexpectedly, low targets produced in words with ultimate 
stress were 0.6 st lower than those in words with the penultimate stress. Given this finding, 
truncation cannot be attested for early peaks in Russian, but rather a combined effect of lowering due 




Fig. 11. Scaling of low (bottom panel) and high (top panel) pitch targets constituting the phrase-final pitch fall 
in early peaks produced by Russian subjects in four target word structures. The position of the syllable 
carrying lexical stress is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
As far as H-alignment was concerned (see top panel in Figure 12), the analyses revealed a significant 
interaction of the two predictors (F(1,9)=61.4, Ș2=0.87, p<0.001). Although in all target words H 
appeared before the beginning of the nuclear vowel (with means ranging from -1 to -2), the temporal 
alignment of H differed extremely across experimental conditions: while H in the penultimate /l in / 
was closest to the vowel onset, H in the penultimate /ݕ L I / was farthest away from it (t(9) = 4.8, p< 
0.001). And in contrast, ultimate /l in / had its H-target aligned as early as in the penultimate /ݕ L I / 
whereas the ultimate /ݕ L I / was aligned closer to the beginning of the nuclear vowel (t(9) =4.1, p< 
0.01). This alignment pattern is quite different from a re-alignment model that assumes a linear shift 
to the left (i.e. away from the phrasal edge) under an increasing time pressure from the right, which 
should be noticeable particularly in the ultimate /ݕ L I / (see 1.3). That is, the existing model seems to 
explain the patterns of these results only poorly. However, the present findings might rather be 
attributable to some methodological artifacts arising from the chosen normalization procedure since 
the high target lies far outside of the unit of normalization, here the nuclear vowel (cf. Arvaniti, Ladd 
and Mennen 1998). Consequently, we measured the distance between the H-target and the end of 
voicing in the preceding (i.e. prenuclear) syllable. The new measurement noticeably reduced the 
variability of H-alignment across the experimental conditions. An additional analysis of variance 
confirmed that H was consistently aligned 10-20 ms before the end of prenuclear voicing in all target 




Fig. 12. Relative alignment of the high (top panel) and low (bottom panel) targets in early peaks produced by 
Russian subjects in four target word structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress is indicated 
by the two shades of grey. 
For the alignment of the low target (corresponding to L*, see bottom panel in Figure 12), we found a 
significant main effect of stress placement (F(1,9)=24.1, Ș2=0.73, p<0.001) with L being aligned 
later (around 0.9) in words with the penultimate stress and earlier (around 0.4) in words with the 
ultimate stress. There were no further effects. 
In summary, H+L* L% seems to have a robust acoustic representation in Russian. Neither the 
velocity of the fall nor the frequency of the pitch trough were found to adjust systematically to the 
decreasing amount of voicing around the nucleus. The only adjustment strategy Russian speakers 
employed here was a subtle re-alignment of the low target in keeping with the assumptions of the 
time pressure model of alignment (see 1.3, see Arvaniti, Ladd, Mennen 1998; 2000; Caspers and van 
Heuven 1993; '¶,PSHULR 2001; Prieto and Torreira 2007). In contrast, the high target was stably 
³DQFKRUHG´ to the end of voicing preceeding the stressed syllable (cf. Arvaniti, Ladd, Mennen 1998; 
2000). 
3.2.2 Early peaks in German 
Figures 13-15 present boxplots of the measurements resulting from the productions of early peaks by 
German speakers. As in Russian, not many of the experimental manipulations had a strong impact on 
the acoustic shape of H+L* L% in German. First of all, the velocity of the fall varied considerably 
but did not show any significant effects, thus making compression a highly unlikely mechanism here 




Fig. 13. Velocity of phrase-final pitch falls in early peaks produced by German speakers in four target word 
structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress (ultima, penult) is indicated by the two shades of 
grey. 
The scaling of H (presented in the top panel of Figure 14) was 0.4 st higher if the stressed syllable 
contained obstruents instead of sonorants (F(1,9)=6.0, Ș2=0.40, p<0.05), a result unpredicted by the 
adjustment model from 1.3 but already seen above in the findings concerning the realization of 
medial peaks in both Russian and German (see 4.1 for a discussion). In contrast, the scaling of L (see 
bottom panel of Figure 14) revealed patterns compatible with the idea of truncation. In this analysis, 
the significant interaction of stress position and consonant type (F(1,9)=10.6, Ș2=0.54, p<0.01) 
indicated that the penultimate and the ultimate /O ܼQ / as well as the penultimate /ݕ ܼ I / all had a 
comparably scaled L-tone of about -4 st, while this target was undershot by approximately 2 st in the 
ultimate /ݕ ܼ I / only (all relevant comparisons were significant at t(9)>2.7, p<0.05).  
 
Fig. 14. Scaling of low (bottom panel) and high (top panel) targets constituting the phrase-final pitch fall in 
early peaks produced by ten speakers of German in four target word structures. The position of the syllable 
carrying lexical stress is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
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Two main effects explained the core properties of the H-target alignment (see top panel of Figure 
14). The more influential stress placement (F(1,9)=53.7, Ș2=0.86, p<0.001) indicated that on 
average, words with the penultimate stress had a later alignment of the high targets than words with 
the ultimate stress (-0.4 vs. -0.8, respectively). Note that in both types of words, H was located 
before the onset of the stressed vowel. A slightly weaker effect of consonant type (F(1,9)=9.6, 
Ș2=0.52, p<0.05) highlighted a similar difference due to this factor influencing the amount of 
voicing: the H-target was placed further away from the onset of the stressed vowel in syllables with 
obstruents (around -0.9 time units) than in syllables with sonorants (around -0.4 time units), i.e. H-
targets in /O ܼQ / were closer to the vowel onset, yet still preceding the vowel by 0.4 time units. These 
results align well with the predictions of the alignment model discussed in 1.3. 
Alignment properties of the low target are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 15 (corresponding to 
L*), and can be best explained by the interaction of stress placement and consonant type (F(1,9)=9.4, 
Ș2=0.51, p<0.05). Interestingly, the end of the falling movement was reached far after the end of the 
stressed vowel around 2.6-2.8 time units in all words with the penultimate stress (/O ܼQ / and /ݕ ܼ I / did 
not differ in this respect). In contrast, the low target was shifted closer to the vowel offset around 1.7 
in the ultimate /O ܼQ /, which was significantly earlier than in the penultimate /O ܼQ / (t(9)=4.5, p<0.01). 
The earliest alignment of 0.8 was found in the ultimate /ݕ ܼ I /, significantly different from both the 
penultimate /ݕ ܼ I / (t(9)=6.5, p<0.001) and the ultimate /O ܼQ / (t(9)=7.1, p<0.001). This finding is 
suggestive of a continuous temporal re-adjustment due to a decreasing amount of voicing until the 
end of the prosodic phrase, as predicted by the alignment model. 
 
Fig. 15. Relative alignment of the high (top panel) and low (bottom panel) targets in early peaks produced by 
ten speakers of German in four target word structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress is 
indicated by the two shades of grey. 
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To summarise, H+L* L% in German shows a minimal amount of truncation, occurring only in 
phrase-final nuclei flanked by voiceless consonants but not elsewhere. No systematic compression 
effects were found in these data. In contrast, the alignment of both high and low target was highly 
sensitive to the segmental and syllabic structure of the target word and showed a gradual shift to the 
left with an increasing time pressure from the right-hand prosodic boundary, a finding that again is in 
keeping with the time pressure model of alignment discussed in 1.3 (see Arvaniti, Ladd, Mennen 
1998; 2000; Caspers and van Heuven 1993; '¶,PSHULR). 
3.3 Late peaks (L*+H L%) 
3.3.1 Late peaks in Russian 
The boxplots in Figures 16-18 display the measurements of velocity, scaling and alignment in late 
peaks produced by Russian speakers.  
The first statistical analysis was conducted for the dependent variable velocity of the fall (shown in 
Figure 16), and produced two significant main effects, consonant type (F(1,9)=5.3, Ș2=0.37, p<0.05) 
and stress placement (F(1,9)=23.2, Ș2=0.72, p<0.001) but no interaction. According to this analysis, 
the velocity of the phrase-final pitch fall was primarily affected by the placement of the stressed 
syllable. In the penultimate stress, the velocity of the fall amounted to 57 st/s on average. However, 
no fall but a slight rise of about 10 st/s was found in words with the ultimate stress. Regarding the 
main effect of consonant type (F(1,9)=5.3, Ș2=0.37, p<0.05), stressed syllables with obstruents had 
on average a 15 st/s lower velocity of the fall than syllables with sonorants (i.e. 49 st/s vs. 65 st/s). 
These patterns cannot be interpreted as instances of compression but rather showcase a different 
strategy for dealing with the time pressure arising from a limited amount of phrase-final voicing. 
These results are suggestive of pitch targets being aligned independently of each other and the 
resulting velocity of the pitch change in order to accommodate the relevant pitch height information 
in the voicing available around the stressed syllable (cf. alignment results below). 
 
Fig. 16. Velocity of phrase-final pitch changes in late peaks produced by Russian subjects in four target word 
structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress (ultima, penult) is indicated by the two shades of 
grey. 
The aforementioned finding was further supported by the statistical output for the scaling of the 
phrase-final L-target at the two levels of stress placement (F(1,9)=73.1, Ș2=0.89, p<0.001, cf. bottom 
panel of Figure 17). Phrase-final pitch was significantly different in words with the ultimate stress 
which ended high, in contrast to words with the penultimate stress which ended low. Subsequent t-
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tests revealed that the phrase-final high pitch in the ultimate /l in / and /ݕ L I / did not significantly 
differ from the preceding H-target. That is, the phrase-final fall was completely abandoned if the 
nuclear syllable carrying L*+H L% ended a prosodic phrase. 
There were no significant effects for H-scaling (top panel in Figure 17), neither was the scaling of 
the preceding associated L-tone affected by the experimental manipulations (the latter neither plotted 
in Figure 17). 
 
Fig. 17. Scaling of low (bottom panel) and high (top panel) targets constituting the phrase-final pitch pattern 
in late peaks produced by Russian subjects in four target word structures. The position of the syllable carrying 
lexical stress is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
As far as the alignment of high targets in L*+H was concerned (see top panel in Figure 18), only 
consonant type (F(1,9)=136.1, Ș2=0.94, p<0.001) played a significant role, with a large alignment 
difference of 1.0 between syllables with obstruents (generally aligned with the stressed vowel around 
0.8) and syllables with sonorants (generally aligned around 1.8, i.e. after the stressed vowel). 
Strikingly, there was little variability in the alignment of high targets with the syllables containing 
obstruents, quite possibly driven by the limited duration of voicing in those syllables and the need for 
a consistently late alignment. 
The temporal alignment of the low target corresponding to the associate tone in L*+H (shown in the 
bottom panel of Figure 18) varied significantly due to an interplay of the two experimental 
manipulations. The significant interaction of consonant type and stress placement (F(1,9)=9.9, 
Ș2=0.52, p<0.05) was indicative of the differential response of syllables with obstruents vs. sonorants 
to the implemented variability in the stress placement. All words containing /l in / showed little 
difference in the alignment patterns of L (t(9)=0.4, n.s.), with the targets being aligned slightly before 
the onset of the stressed vowel at -0.1. In contrast, the two sets of words containing /ݕ L I / had a 
pronounced difference of 0.8 alignment units (t(9)=3.2, p=0.011) between words with the 
penultimate stress (-1.8) and the ultimate stress (-1.0). As in the early peak results discussed in 3.2.1, 
this alignment pattern was rather unexpected in the light of the re-alignment model presented in 1.3. 
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Suspecting an artifact of the normalisation procedure due to the fact that the low target lies outside of 
the unit of normalization (cf. Arvaniti, Ladd and Mennen 1998), we additionally measured (1) the 
distance between the L-target and the start of the fricative in /ݕ L I /-words and (2) the distance 
between the L-target and the start of the nuclear vowel in /l in /-words. Again, the measurement 
helped to substantially streamline the variability in the L-target alignment data, with a clear pattern 
arising for both types of stressed syllables. A subsequently conducted ANOVA confirmed that the L-
target was consistently aligned with the voicing available 10 ms before the onset of the nuclear 
vowel (which was located in the prenuclear syllable in words containing /ݕ L I / but in the onset 
sonorant of the nuclear syllable in words containing /l in /). Accordingly, the significant difference 
between the two types of /ݕ L I /-words reported above might have arisen mainly due to some 
differences in the timing of nuclear vowels produced in those words, and not due to the experimental 
manipulations of the present study. 
 
Fig. 18. Relative alignment of the high (top panel) and low (bottom panel) targets in L*+H pitch accents 
produced by Russian subjects in four target word structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress 
is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
In summary, the key feature of Russian late peaks seemed to be a somewhat radical truncation of the 
phrase-final low targets in phrases with the ultimate nucleus. Again, there was a re-alignment of the 
high tones in response to the changes in the availability of time and voicing while the associated low 
tones were aligned consistently with the voicing preceeding the nuclear accented vowel (cf. Arvaniti, 
Ladd, Mennen 1998; 2000). 
3.3.2 Late peaks in German 
The graphs below present the findings for the velocity of the fall (Figure 19), the scaling of the pitch 
targets (Figure 20) as well as their alignment (Figure 21), all measured in late peaks produced by 
German speakers.  
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The large variability in the velocity of the phrase-final fall shown in Figure 19 did not produce any 
consistent patterning to be backed up by the statistics, and there were no signs for a systematic use of 
the velocity of the fall in terms of compression. Changes in the velocity of the accentual rise 
(corresponding to L*+H, not included in the figures) did not show any signs of compression, either. 
Rather an opposite effect was found: rises in syllables flanked by obstruents were approximately 20 
st/sec slower than in syllables with sonorants (F(1,9)=10.5, Ș2=0.52, p<0.01). 
 
Fig. 19. Velocity of phrase-final pitch falls in late peaks produced by German subjects in four target word 
structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical stress (ultima, penult) is indicated by the two shades of 
grey. 
The scaling of H (shown in the top panel of Figure 20) was slightly influenced by the interaction of 
stress position and consonant type (F(1,9)=9.8, Ș2=0.52, p<0.05). This effect was attributable to the 
H-target being 1 st lower in the penultimate /ݕ ܼ I / than in the ultimate /ݕ ܼ I / (t(9)=4.5, p<0.01) while 
the difference between the two /l in /-words was not significant (t(9)=0.1, n.s.).  
 
Fig. 20. Scaling of low (bottom panel) and high (top panel) targets constituting the phrase-final fall in late 
peaks produced by German speakers in four target word structures. The position of the syllable carrying 
lexical stress is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
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The scaling of the phrase-final pitch trough (see the bottom panel in Figure 20) was best explained 
by an interplay of the two experimental factors, consonant type and stress position (F(1,9)=32.3, 
Ș2=0.78, p<0.001), attributable mainly to the ultimate /ݕ ܼ I / being an outlier, as expected by the 
truncation model in 1.3. As revealed by a series of t-tests, the patterns of L%-scaling were 
comparable (i.e. not statistically different) for all target words but for those with the ultimate /ݕ ܼ I / 
whose L-scaling was approximately 6.5 st higher than in the ultimate /O ܼQ / (t(9)=5.8, p<0.001) or in 
the penultimate /ݕ ܼ I / (t(9)=9.0, p<0.001). Unlike in Russian late peaks though, there was still a fall of 
about 1.5 st in phrase-final positions of German late peaks, suggesting that truncation of L*+H L% is 
categorically different in these two languages. In contrast, the scaling of the associated L*-tone (not 
plotted) was not affected by any of the experimental manipulations. 
Both experimental manipulations produced a significant main effect for the alignment properties of 
high targets (see top panel in Figure 21). Varying consonant type (F(1,9)=35.7, Ș2=0.80, p<0.001) 
caused an alignment difference of approximately 0.7 time units between words containing sonorants 
(1.1) and in words containing obstruents (1.8). In both cases, however, the H-targets were located 
relatively late with respect to the stressed vowel. The manipulation of stress placement produced a 
slightly weaker effect (F(1,9)=11.2, Ș2=0.56, p<0.01), though in line with the assumptions of the 
time pressure model in 1.3: H-alignment in words with the ultimate stress was about 0.5 time units 
earlier than in words with the penultimate stress (1.7 vs. 1.2, respectively).  
The alignment of the associated L*-tone target, on the other hand, was most strongly influenced by 
the interaction of stress placement and consonant type (F(1,9)=33.1, Ș2=0.79, p<0.001, cf. bottom 
panel in Figure 21). This finding was shaped mainly by the alignment differences observed among 
the two /ݕ ܼ I /-words with the penultimate vs. ultimate stress placement since the slight difference 
between the two /O ܼQ /-words was not significant. In words containing /O ܼQ /, L was aligned early 
within the nuclear vowel at around 0.2 time units. In words containing /ݕ ܼ I /, we observed a much 
earlier alignment of L in the penultimate (-1.8) than in the ultimate (-0.9) stress (t(9)=4.4, p<0.01), 
similar to the effect reported for the late peaks in Russian. Once again, given that this result was at 
odds with the alignment model discussed in 1.3, we subsequently checked for an alternative way of 
understanding these data and used a non-normalised measurement of temporal alignment. However, 
in contrast to Russian, the resulting alignment patterns were not as clear-cut: German speakers varied 
in the alignment of the L target, either producing it outside of the nuclear syllable (in 30% of the 
words with the penultimate stress and in 43% of the words with the ultimate stress) or within the 
nuclear accented vowel (70% of the words with the penultimate stress and 57% of the words with the 
ultimate stress). When aligned before the stressed syllable, L-targets occurred 16 ms before the onset 
of /ݕ / in /ݕ ܼ I /. If aligned within the stressed vowel, L-targets were placed 28 ms into the vowel. 
Given the mean vowel duration of 91 ms in this subset of the data, such target alignment is 
comparable to the patterns ascertained in the syllables with sonorants (i.e. 0.2-0.3 normalised time 
units). These two early alignment choices (preceeding the stressed syllable vs. early in the stressed 
vowel) were present both within the same speaker and between speakers. Although the results were 
not statistically significant, we note that a shift of the target outside of the nuclear vowel occurred 




Fig. 21. Relative alignment of the trailing H (top panel) and low L* (bottom panel) targets in late peaks 
produced by German speakers in four target word structures. The position of the syllable carrying lexical 
stress is indicated by the two shades of grey. 
To summarise, the result patterns found for German late peaks showed once again that the target 
alignment was crucially sensitive to the segmental and syllabic structure of the target words. 
Truncation of the phrase-final pitch trough was produced by the speakers exclusively in words with 
the ultimate /ݕ ܼ I / but not elsewhere, i.e. occurred exclusively under maximal time pressure. 
4 Discussion 
4.1. Cross-linguistic comparisions of pitch-segment interactions  
The present study investigated pitch-segment interactions in early, medial and late peaks (analysed as 
H+L*, H* and L*+H pitch accents with a low boundary tone) in Russian and German. Sets of 
materials were tested in which the phonological structure of phrase-final, nuclear accented words 
was varied systematically by shortening the amount of material available for voicing from longer 
words with a postnuclear syllable (German Linner; Russian Kalinkin) to extremely short words with 
nuclei flanked by voiceless consonants and no further syllables following the nucleus (German 
Schiff; Russian Rashif). The analyses concentrated on three pitch parameters indicative of 
compression, truncation and temporal compensation: velocity of the fall, scaling and alignment of 
low and high targets. The results demonstrated that Russian and German speakers used all of the 
tested adjustment strategies to accommodate the complex pitch movements of rises and falls in a 
shorter period of voicing available to them in the different types of materials. A comparative 
summary of the results is given in Table 4. 
As can be seen in Table 4, particularly medial peaks (H* L%) evoked a combination of compression, 
truncation and a temporal re-alignment of pitch targets in both languages, showing that it was 
possible for all three adjustments to be at play simultaneously. As expected, cross-linguistic 
differences involved primarily the magnitude of these adjustments. For example, the maximal change 
in velocity of the fall measured in Russian was about 40 st/sec in contrast to 35 st/sec in German. 
The maximal amount of truncation was also slightly larger in Russian (4 st) than in German (3 st). 
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While the overall alignment shift was comparable across the two languages and amounted 
approximately to the duration of an accented vowel (0.8-0.9 times units), H was aligned slightly later 
in German (from 0.5 in Schiff to 1.3 in Linner) than in Russian (from 0.3 in Rashif to 1.2 in 
Kalinkin).  
Table 4. Comparative overview of the results of the present study with regard to the predictions of 
the pitch adjustment model presented in 1.3. 






Russian No compression Compression No compression 
No truncation Gradual truncation Categorical truncation 
Stable alignment of H+ 
Re-alignment of L*  
Re-alignment of H* Re-alignment of +H 
Stable alignment of L* 
German No compression Compression No compression 
Gradual truncation Gradual truncation Gradual truncation 
Re-alignment of H+ 
Re-alignment of L* 
Re-alignment of H* Re-alignment of +H 
Two choices of alignment of L* 
In contrast to medial peaks, Russian early peaks (H+L*) showed a fairly constant phonetic 
implementation in spite of variable segmental environments. No target undershoot or systematic 
increase in the velocity of the fall could be attested. The high tone was consistently aligned around 
10-20 ms before the end of voicing in the prenuclear syllable, and only the low tone was shifted from 
the vowel offset closer to the vowel onset in words without a postnuclear syllable (Rashif, Zhaklin). 
Early peaks produced by German speakers were similar in that alignment of the low target was 
earlier when the time pressure due to the upcoming phrasal boundary increased, moving the low 
target into the accented vowel. But once again, cross-linguistic comparisons revealed an earlier target 
alignment in Russian than in German: while Russian speakers consistently aligned their L*-targets 
with the accented vowel (ranging from as early as 0.3 in Rashif to no later than 0.7 in Kalinkin), 
German speakers produced pitch falls which mostly ended after the stressed vowel (cf. 2.6 in Linner) 
or late in a stressed vowel under the maximal time pressure (cf. 0.8 in Schiff). Moreover, German 
speakers also gradually shifted the high targets further away from the accented vowel and employed 
a small amount of truncation in words with the maximal time pressure (i.e. in Schiff), thus showing a 
larger scope of pitch modifications in response to the segmental variability than Russian speakers. 
Interestingly, Russian words with the ultimate stress measured lower pitch troughs than words with 
the penultimate stress, contrary to the idea of truncation supported by the German data. Rather, this 
result points toward a combined effect of pitch lowering due to the presence of two low tones, L* 
and L%. 
In both Russian and German, the main tonal adjustment in late peaks was truncation, accompanied 
by a re-alignment of high and low tones. However, truncation surfaced very differently in the two 
languages. The difference appears to be best described as the one between a gradual target 
undershoot (in German) and a categorical abandonment of an underlying boundary tone (in Russian). 
Indeed, an undershoot of 6.5 st in German late peaks produced in the phrase-final Schiff (but not 
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Schiffer, Linn or Linner) was stronger than in medial (3 st) or early peaks (2 st), and yet it did not 
lead to a complete truncation of the phrase-final fall. In Russian, on the other hand, no evidence of a 
fall was found either in Zhaklin or in Rashif, i.e. in words with the ultimate stress, regardless of their 
segmental composition. This result was qualitatively different from a gradual truncation observed in 
Russian medial peaks, and in the German data. 
Overall, the core difference between Russian and German seems to lie not only in the phonetic detail 
of the three adjustment strategies (truncation, compression and re-alignment) but first and foremost 
in their structurally different responses to the time pressure factors tested here, availability of voicing 
within vs. after the nuclear accented syllable. Russian seemed to be particularly sensitive to the 
absence or presence of a postnuclear syllable, with all of the adjustment strategies having a stronger 
effect in phrase-final nuclei and a weaker effect in syllables flanked by voiceless consonants. In 
contrast, German was most sensitive to the presence or absence of voicing in the nuclear syllable, 
with phrase-final /ݕܼI/ evoking all of the adjustments, with little or no effects in all other segmental 
environments. Notably, the core similarity of the two languages seemed to lie in their universal 
application of tonal re-alignment across variable segmental environments. The temporal 
synchronisation of both high and low target was highly sensitive to the segmental structure and 
showed a gradual shift to the left with an increasing time pressure from the right-hand prosodic 
boundary, a finding that again supported the time pressure model of alignment discussed in 1.3 (see 
e.g. Arvaniti, Ladd, Mennen 1998; 2000; Caspers and van Heuven 1993; '¶,PSHULR Prieto et 
al. 1995; Prieto 2005; Schepman, Lickely and Ladd 2006; Silverman and Pierrehumbert 1990; Steele 
1986). 
With respect to the main aim of the present study outlined in 1.3, the results provided evidence that 
the two languages classified as truncating (Grabe 1998; Igarashi 2002; Odé 2005; Uhmann 1991) 
differed greatly the amount and type of truncation they utilised, yet unanimously employing further 
pitch adjustments to transfer the relevant pitch information. The accentual fall in H+L* was not 
truncated in Russian and only slightly undershot in German, whereas boundary-related pitch fall 
following H* and L*+H showed truncation effects in both languages, suggesting that phrase-final 
pitch modifications due to time pressure are crucially sensitive to the phonological composition of 
the tonal string. According to these results, the previous finding that Ä*HUPDQ WUXQFDWHV IDOOV DQG
FRPSUHVVHVULVHV³ (Grabe, 1998: 140) does not seem to apply to all falls and rises in general. More 
specifically, pitch targets corresponding to low boundary tones in German were strongly truncated 
after H* and L*+H (3 to 6.5 st undershoot), while the falls corresponding to H+L* pitch accents 
were undershot by merely 2 st, by and large preserving the low target of L*. Moreover, no 
compression was found in the accentual rise of German L*+H. Instead, the targets were re-aligned 
utilising the temporal compensation strategy.  
At the first sight, the German truncation patterns appear to be reconcilable with the idea of a gradual 
target undershoot as a function of pitch peak alignment regardless of its phonological composition; 
the closer an accentual peak to the phrasal boundary, the stronger the effect. However, a correlational 
analysis did not lend substance to the idea of a systematic relationship between these two acoustic 
parameters in the overall dataset (R2 = -0.14, n.s.), suggesting that truncation in German cannot be 
modelled linearly but applies differentially to the three pitch categories. Indeed, further correlational 
analyses revealed that the two parameters were completely independent of each other in early peaks 
(R2 = -0.01, n.s.), but had a weak relationship in medial peaks (R2 = 0.40, p<0.05), and a slightly 
stronger one in late peaks (R2 = -0.52, p<0.001). In Russian, on the other hand, none of these 
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correlations turned out to be significant, futher supporting the above interpretation that truncation is 
not a homogenous phenomenon but has qualitatively different implementations both cross-
linguistically and across different phonological categories within one language.  
Why did we find the unpredicted cross-linguistic effect of a slight H-tone upscaling in syllables 
flanked by obstruents carrying medial peaks? It was also present in early peaks in German but absent 
in Russian. At first, the effect was suggestive of a microprosodic influence of surrounding voiceless 
consonants (e.g. Hanson 2009). However, being (a) not very close to a voiceless consonant and (b) of 
a considerable magnitude (1 st), the non-local upscaling may be too prominent for a purely 
microprosodically driven effect. Perhaps, the exact location of high turning points might have been 
obscured by the intermittent voicelessness in some cases, thus making the upscaling an artefact of the 
measurement rather than a true instantiation of pitch-segment interactions. Future research will 
benefit from more fine-grained phonetic measures to take into account different stages of pitch 
production, not only the turning points but also high and low plateaus (see Figure 2, Xu and Sun 
2002). 
To summarise, the results of the present study suggest that the classification into truncating vs. 
compressing languages can be rather misleading, given that both strategies can apply within a 
language either simultaneously or selectively, depending on the pitch category. Since intonational 
phonologies of languages vary greatly (cf. Jun 2005, 2014), it is likely to be difficult to devise a 
diagnostic tool for future language classification, making the endeavour methodologically 
questionable and unreliable. Moreover, linguistic affiliation with the truncating group obscures the 
fact that truncation is not a unified phenomenon and can have different implementations, ranging 
from a gradual cut-off in pitch frequency to a categorical abandonment of a boundary tone. 
4.2 Theoretical implications of the results 
By and large, the results presented here contribute to the steadily growing body of evidence 
supporting the key premise of autosegmental-metrical phonology of intonation that tonal units align 
with segmental strings independently of each other (e.g. Arvaniti, Ladd and Mennen 1998; Ladd 
1996/2008; Prieto 2005; Prieto et al. 1995). However, some proposals also suggest that a succession 
of two or more tones may differ in their internal structure constituting either a melodic unit or a tonal 
sequence (Yip 1989; Grice 1995a,b). Tones of a melodic unit are organized with respect to each 
other and associate to a tone bearing unit (t.b.u.) as a holistic gesture (see also Xu 1998). 
Consequently, they tend to preserve their temporal and frequency relationship under varying 
phonetic conditions. In contrast, tones appearing as a sequence establish an association to a t.b.u. 
relatively independent of each other. Therefore, they are scaled and aligned only with respect to the 
t.b.u., so that their realisations can deviate considerably in time pressure situations. In keeping with 
this proposal, we might expect that melodic units undergo systematic compression and re-alignment 
effects of comparable magnitude in contrast to tonal sequencies with highly variable degrees of 
truncation and re-alignment affecting their tonal constituents. Grice (1995a, b) argues that the 
underlying structure of tonal representations can differ across categories of a language as well as 
cross-linguistically. For example, leading tones (T+T*) in English are implemented as sequencies 
while trailing tones (T*+T) are defined as melodic units; in contrast, all pitch accents of Palermo 
Italian should be analysed as tonal sequencies (see Grice, 1995b: 200). According to this proposal, 
our data shows evidence for tonal sequencies being more common than melodic units in both 
Russian and German. Can this logic be applied to medial peaks and interpreted as evidence for them 
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to be analysed as H*+L in both languages? Perhaps not necessarily, since the low boundary tone L% 
was found to be truncated following bitonal, not monotonal pitch accents (e.g. after L*+H in both 
languages and after H+L* in German, but not after H+L* in Russian). The differences may be 
related to a tonal saturation of a t.b.u. which is reached after two tones in these two languages. In 
sum, much empirical work is needed to elaborate on a comprehensive theory of the structure of tonal 
representations which accommodates ± and benefits ± from evidence gathered in diverse segmental 
environments (cf. Barnes et al. 2012). 
The results also have implications for the assumption that intonation languages can be classified as 
either truncating or compressing (Ladd 1996/2008). Since truncation and compression are not 
mutually exclusive and patterns of truncation (gradual vs. categorical) differ both within and across 
truncating languages, the dichotomy seems to be of little help in the understanding of the true nature 
of the universal vs. language-specific pitch-segment interactions. Instead of searching for a way to 
divide languages into groups, we should perhaps rather ask the more intriguing question how is it 
possible that languages manage to maintain a functioning system of intonational contrast in 
segmental environments with variable availability of time and voicing. It might further be helpful to 
consider pitch-segment interactions in the context of the H&H theory (Lindblom 1982, 1990) which 
sees the primary goal of a sound linguistic system in its ability to keep the relevant categories 
perceptually distinct while also allowing for some reduction of speech production efforts. 
Accordingly, we would predict a certain tension to exist between the use of truncation (which keeps 
the pitch production efforts minimal) and compression (which maintains the perceptual distance 
between categories). It would make sense for any linguistic system to combine the two strategies to 
achieve an optimal balance in the sense of H&H. Re-alignment appears to consitute an effective 
pitch production strategy, though potentially posing the danger of a perceptual confusion of early and 
medial or medial and late peaks. This account would predict an abundance of perceptual 
compensation effects similar to those found in segmental co-articulation (e.g. Harrington, Kleber and 
Reubold 2008), and deserves some attention in the future research. 
4.3 Conclusions and outlook 
In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that the binary typology of truncating vs. compressing 
languages is not a useful cross-linguistic taxonomy. Languages classified as truncating can employ 
different patterns of truncation (categorical in Russian vs. gradual in German late peaks), prohibiting 
any attempt at a cross-linguistic generalization about the nature of truncation. Moreover, 
compression and truncation are not two mutually exclusive mechanisms of f0-adjustments, and can 
operate simultaneously while being sensitive to the language-specific constraints involving the 
phonological status of different tonal events. It seems plausible to expect that similar patterns may 
exist within ³compressing´ languages like English (Grabe 1998; Ladd 1996/2008), but have 
remained hidden because the LQYHVWLJDWRUV¶ gaze has to date mostly been directed towards 
productions of H* L% and L* H%, leaving out other intonational choices possible in intonation 
languages. And finally, the binary typology does not take into account the third, utterly ubiquitous, 
way to adjust pitch patterns in phrase-final time pressure situations. Re-alignment of high and low 
targets has been attested in all pitch accents studied here, and affected most of the tonal targets. The 
cross-linguistic data presented in the paper suggest that the phrase-final pitch-segment interactions in 
the context of a variable time pressure are crucially sensitive to the phonological composition of the 
tonal string and the status of a particular tonal event (associated vs. boundary tone), and do not apply 
to falling vs. rising pitch contours across the board, even within one language.  
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The present study looked exclusively at pitch adjustments under the influence of segmental 
variability. However, the pitch-segment interaction is not a one-way street, and cases have been 
reported where tonal languages lengthen vowels to accommodate contour tones (e.g. Mitla Zapotec, 
Wuyi Chinese, Hause and Gã, Zhang 2004) or individual speakers of intonation languages make use 
of vowel lengthening in contexts of compromised time and voicing to avoid truncation (Prieto and 
Ortega-Llebaria 2009). Spectral cues of consonants have also been shown to encode some of the 
variation related to pitch height (Niebuhr 2012) and may be at play in the context of phrase-final 
pitch-segment interactions. Similarly, the present study did not pay any attention to the duration of 
plateaus, leaving an important ingredient of all pitch peaks out of the complex picture (see Figure 3, 
cf. Knight and Nolan 2006). These are all promising avenues to deepening our understanding of the 
interplay between segments and pitch, and may be fruitfully exploited in future cross-linguistic 
research. 
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